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Your comment: You can simultaneously print dollars, reduce public debt, inflation and interest
rates!!! ???????????? ???????? ???????, ??????? ??????????????? ????, ???????? ? ??????, ??
???!!! Good afternoon! I understand that everything written below is very similar to the delirium of a
madman.   In fact, everything is serious, effective and real!!! And I can prove it! The implementation of
my proposal (as a maximum) will allow to reduce the rate and inflation at the same time, stop the
financial crisis in America and quickly reduce the American public debt!!! Only one announcement of
the project that I propose (already in the early days) can stabilize the US economy and contribute to its
growth. If I'm wrong, then America will (only) catch a group of international scammers who manage
billions of dollars and euros!!!  Unfortunately, I can only communicate in Russian.  Translated into
English, via Google. My name is Rodionov Alexander Petrovich. I live in the Russian city, Ulan-Ude. I'm
55 years old. I believe that the collapse of the American economy can cause the collapse of the entire
global financial system.    Which, in turn, can lead our planet to complete chaos, numerous wars,
famine and huge casualties. Therefore, I offer a solution that can quickly and effectively solve many of
America's important financial problems. Please help me convey this information to American leaders!
Since October 1, 2021, I have been trying to tell this, to the American government. No one wants to
notice me!!!   For more info, please contact me. Viber:                  WhatsApp:     Tel:
Skype:   e-mail:                       My respect!
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